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Abstract:

Large doses of ionizing radiation delivered to tumors at ultra-high dose rates (i.e., 

in a few milliseconds) paradoxically spare the surrounding healthy tissue while 

preserving anti-tumor activity (compared to conventional radiotherapy delivered at 

much lower dose rates).  This new modality is known as “FLASH radiotherapy” 

(FLASH-RT).  Although the molecular mechanisms underlying FLASH-RT are not yet 

fully understood, it has been suggested that radiation delivered at high dose rates 

spares normal tissue via oxygen depletion followed by subsequent radioresistance of 

the irradiated tissue.  To date, FLASH-RT has been studied using electrons, photons 

and protons in various basic biological experiments, pre-clinical studies, and recently 

in a human patient.  However, the efficacy of heavy ions, such as energetic carbon 

ions, under FLASH conditions remains unclear.  Given that living cells and tissues 

consist mainly of water, we set out to study, from a pure radiation chemistry 

perspective, the effects of ultra-high dose rates on the transient yields and 

concentrations of radiolytic species formed in water irradiated by 300-MeV per nucleon 

carbon ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m).  This mimics irradiation in the “plateau” region of the 

depth-dose distribution of ions, i.e., in the “normal” tissue region in which the LET is 

rather low.  We used Monte Carlo simulations of multiple, simultaneously interacting 

radiation tracks together with an “instantaneous pulse” irradiation model.  Our 

calculations show a pronounced oxygen depletion around 0.2 s, strongly suggesting, 

as with electrons, photons and protons, that irradiation with energetic carbon ions at 

ultra-high dose rates is suitable for FLASH-RT.

Keywords: Liquid water, radiolysis, energetic carbon ions, absorbed dose rate, multiple 

track model, linear energy transfer (LET), Monte Carlo track chemistry simulations, 

oxygen depletion, hydrogen peroxide formation, FLASH effect, carbon-ion therapy.
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1.  Introduction

Radiation therapy uses ionizing radiation to treat cancer, and is part of the standard 

of care in oncology.1  Around 50% of all cancer patients receive radiation therapy in the 

course of their illness.  In addition, radiotherapy contributes towards 40% of curative 

cancer treatments.2  In theory, all types of malignant tumors could be eradicated if 

treated with sufficiently high doses of radiation.  However, the administration of curative 

doses of radiation is severely limited by acute and chronic toxicities to the normal tissue 

surrounding the tumor.3

It has recently been discovered that the delivery of ionizing radiation at ultra-high 

dose rates [mean dose rates greater than 40-100 Gy/s vs. ~0.03 Gy/s used in 

conventional radiotherapy (CONV-RT)] dramatically reduces almost instantly (within 

milliseconds) detrimental effects on healthy tissue while, paradoxically, maintaining the 

equivalent anti-tumor response of CONV-RT.4-7  This fascinating new observation has 

been termed the “FLASH effect”4 and its therapeutic application is called FLASH 

radiotherapy (FLASH-RT).  Because of this immense potential clinical benefit, FLASH-

RT has received considerable attention in the radiation oncology community, where 

FLASH-RT is considered “as one of the cancer breakthroughs of 2020”.8

The phenomenon of cell sparing at very high dose rates has been known since the 

late 1960s,9-15 but it is only recently that its clinical usefulness has attracted widespread 

attention.  To date, FLASH-RT has been studied in animal models (e.g., mice, mini-pigs 

and cats), pre-clinically in vitro4,13-17 and even in a human patient.18  The FLASH effect 

has so far been shown using predominantly dedicated electron linear accelerators 

(LINAC), and more recently with kilo-voltage energy X-rays19,20 and cyclotron-based 

proton beams.21-24
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Based on these recent reports on the relative protection of normal tissues, it 

appears promising to bring this new modality into clinical practice.25  However, for full 

clinical implementation of this technique, new irradiators must be built to achieve these 

high dose rates.26-28  Moreover, understanding the mechanisms by which tumors are 

selectively sterilized and normal tissue is spared by the FLASH effect is of the utmost 

importance to ensure that the effect is optimized while minimizing the risk of short- and 

long-term harm.  This is a particularly urgent issue in FLASH-RT.6,7,29-35

While the exact molecular mechanisms behind FLASH-sparing of normal tissue are 

not well understood (for recent reviews, see refs. 32-35), a leading hypothesis is the 

radiolytic consumption (or “depletion”) of the intracellular oxygen,7,15,29,30,36-44 which 

cannot be replaced quickly enough by diffusion during the short radiation pulse time.  In 

this proposed mechanism, FLASH creates a transient hypoxic environment in normal 

tissue, followed by subsequent radioresistance of the irradiated tissue.45  At the same 

time, normal tissue may have a relative advantage over tumor cells.  Tumors have a 

reduced ability to endogenously bind labile iron,46 which via Fenton reactions 

contributes to the increase in the formation of free radicals.  This increase in turn 

promotes oxidative stress and DNA damage in tumor tissue, compared to normal tissue.

Although the FLASH effect has so far been observed in the context of electron, 

photon and proton therapies, the question remains whether it can occur in therapy with 

heavy ions, such as energetic carbon ions.47  Hadrontherapy has unique physical 

properties that allow more of the dose to be delivered to the tumor volume (i.e., in the 

Bragg peak region) rather than normal tissue (i.e., in the “plateau” region of the depth-

dose distribution of ions).48  It also offers increased relative biological effectiveness,45,48-

50 meaning that at a given dose of radiation, it kills tumor cells more efficiently than 

conventional radiation modalities.  From a radiobiological perspective, normal tissue 

sparing effects associated with hadrontherapy and FLASH-RT might be additive or even 
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synergistic.47  Unfortunately, there are no published studies that show whether the 

tissue-sparing FLASH effect can be achieved in hadrontherapy and, in particular, in 

carbon-ion therapy.  Monte Carlo simulations can therefore improve our 

physicochemical understanding of why carbon ions may be suitable for FLASH-RT.47,51  

Such data are important and necessary as the use of carbon-ion beams in radiotherapy 

increases worldwide.

Since fundamental radiobiological processes are usually triggered in an aqueous 

environment (living cells and tissues consist of ~70-85% water by weight), a thorough 

knowledge of water radiolysis52-54 is certainly relevant for the general understanding of 

the FLASH effect.  Here we study from a pure radiation chemistry perspective the 

effects of high dose rates on the transient yields (G values) and the corresponding 

concentrations of radiolytic species formed in liquid water that is irradiated with 

energetic carbon ions.  To achieve this, we use Monte Carlo simulations of multiple, 

simultaneously interacting radiation tracks together with an “instantaneous pulse” 

irradiation model previously developed by our group44 for the low “linear energy transfer” 

(LET) case of 300-MeV incident protons (LET ~ 0.3 keV/m at 25 °C).  Our main focus 

is on quantifying the effect of the radiolytic process on oxygen consumption (depletion) 

and hydrogen peroxide formation by high-LET carbon ion irradiation at high dose rates 

induced in the time window ~ps–ms; processes that are relevant for FLASH-RT.

2.  The FLASH effect: Water radiolysis and the oxygen depletion 
hypothesis

At this point it should be briefly recalled that in ~1 ps after initial energy deposition, 

radiolytic products formed in irradiated pure liquid water54 include the hydrated electron 

(e
aq), H, H2, OH, H2O2, H3O+, OH, etc.  Of these, the e

aq and OH radicals are 

produced in the highest concentrations, and OH is considered the most harmful from a 
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radiobiological point of view.55  In an aerobic cellular environment, e
aq and H atoms 

are scavenged by dissolved molecular oxygen in the microsecond time scale (assuming 

a typical intracellular O2 concentration of ~30 M) and converted into superoxide anion 

radicals (O2
):56,57

(1) e
aq + O2  O2

  k1 = 2.3  1010 M-1 s-1

(2) H + O2  HO2
  k2 = 1.3  1010 M-1 s-1

where O2
 is always in a pH-dependent equilibrium with its conjugate acid, the 

hydroperoxyl radical HO2
 [pKa(HO2

/O2
) ≈ 4.8 in water at 25 °C56].

(3) HO2
  O2

 + H+€

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is becoming increasingly evident that the 

radiation-chemical depletion (consumption) of tissue oxygen contributes – at least 

partially – to the FLASH effect, although the extent of its contribution remains unknown 

and warrants further investigation.32

Oxygen depletion in response to high dose-rate irradiations occurs whenever its 

replenishment by diffusion is inefficient, which commonly occurs when O2-containing 

systems are irradiated.58  The question of interest here is the timescale of oxygen 

depletion versus reoxygenation.  Under normal conditions, approximately 98.5% of the 

oxygen in the blood is bound to hemoglobin (Hb–O2) and transported from the lungs to 

peripheral tissues.  The dissociation of oxygen from hemoglobin occurs on the 

timescale of tens of milliseconds.  However, as illustrated in Fig. 1, it takes about 1 s for 

oxygen to diffuse from the blood vessel to the irradiated cells at a distance of ~100 m 

(assuming a value of 2.4  10-9 m2 s-1 for the diffusion coefficient of O2 in water59), 

effectively preventing O2 from reoxygenating these oxygen-depleted areas during the 

ultrashort FLASH exposure.36-38,60
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Various chemical pathways have been proposed to explain the transient radiolytic 

oxygen depletion during FLASH irradiation.  These include (for a recent critical review, 

see ref. 58):

- Reactions (1) and (2) of e
aq and H with O2, yielding superoxide radicals.  The 

superoxide dismutase (SOD)-catalyzed dismutation of O2
 will partially re-supply O2 in 

the cells as well as produce H2O2:56,61

(4) O2
 + O2

 + (2H+)  H2O2 + O2  k4 ≈ 4  109 M-1 s-1SOD

HO2
/O2

 can also react quickly with OH radicals to give O2 alone:

(5) HO2
 + OH  O2 + H2O  k5 = 9  109 M-1 s-1

(6) O2
 + OH  O2 + OH  k6 = 1.1  1010 M-1 s-1

and with nitric oxide (NO) generated in large amounts in exposed cells,62 to form the 

peroxynitrite anion (ONOO):

(7) O2
 + NO  ONOO  k7 = 1.9  1010 M-1 s-1.

ONOO and its conjugate acid, peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH/ONOO, pKa = 6.8 at 37 

°C), are powerful and toxic (non-radical) oxidizing agents;

- Addition of O2 to carbon-centered radicals (R), most often formed by H-atom 

abstraction from organic substrates (RH) (e.g., initiated by OH radicals released by 

water radiolysis), yielding peroxyl radicals ROO.39,40  These ROO radicals, which are 

stronger oxidizing agents than their parent radicals,63 can initiate membrane lipid 

peroxidation chain reactions that increase O2 consumption and release organic 

hydroperoxides (ROOH).55,57

Regardless of the relative contribution of the various proposed mechanisms, a 

better quantitative understanding of these early physicochemical events which occur 
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immediately after the formation of water radiolysis products is critical to determining the 

essential parameters of the FLASH modality and whether FLASH techniques can 

impact hadrontherapy, such as therapy with carbon ions.

3.  Multi-track model for dose-rate effects: Monte Carlo simulations

Assuming that cells can be modeled as pure, air-saturated water, our group44 

recently developed an irradiation model to study the effects of high dose rates on the 

radiolysis of water by 300-MeV incident protons, which mimic the low-LET of 60Co  rays 

or a beam of energetic (e.g., MeV) electrons.  In the present work, we have adapted this 

model for the case of irradiation with swift carbon ions.  In short, the model consists of 

the random irradiation of water with single and instantaneous pulses64 of N incident 300-

MeV per nucleon 12C6+ ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m at 25 °C),65,66 which penetrate this 

water perpendicularly across the surface of a circle with radius Ro (Fig. 2).  This model 

mimics irradiation in the “plateau” region of the depth-dose distribution of ions,48 i.e., in 

the entrance channel that corresponds to the “normal” tissue region in which the LET is 

rather low.  An advantage of using energetic carbon ions is that their trajectories are 

essentially rectilinear, which makes it possible to define a cylindrical geometry of the 

beam at the time of entry.  In this geometry, the carbon ion tracks run parallel to the 

cylinder axis.  The tracks initially contained in this cylinder are obviously not restricted to 

this volume, but develop over time throughout the entire solution via the diffusion of the 

various radiolytic species that were initially formed in it.  This problem is very similar to 

the one we have dealt with for many years in Monte Carlo simulations of the radiolysis 

of water.  However, instead of simulating a single carbon ion track at a time (limit of low 

dose rate),67 we simulate N interactive tracks simultaneously.  Under these conditions, 

the effect of the dose rate is studied by simply varying N.
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Our Monte Carlo track-chemistry computer code IONLYS-IRT54 was used to 

simulate the radiolysis of liquid water by 300-MeV per nucleon irradiating carbon ions.  

A detailed description of this code at ambient temperature has been reported 

elsewhere.51,54,68-71  In short, our code first models the early physical and 

physicochemical stages of the radiation action up to ~1 ps in track development in a 3D 

geometric environment (“IONLYS” program).  At the relatively low dose rates used in 

conventional radiotherapy, the distance between the individual tracks is so great that 

they can be regarded as isolated.  In such a situation, the history of only one

single track needs to be considered, and the radiolysis yields are independent of the 

dose rate.  As the dose rate increases, however, so does the number of localized tracks 

present at the same time, as a result of which the average distance between the 

neighboring tracks decreases.  These dose-rate effects set in when the distance 

between ionization events becomes sufficiently small and interactions occur between 

the various incident tracks.  Since our program can only simulate the spatio-temporal 

history of one carbon ion track at a time, we have modified it so that simultaneously 

incident tracks in close spatial proximity can be calculated.44  In this study, the number 

of impacting 12C6+ ions per pulse was chosen so that it varied from N = 1 (low dose rate 

limit) to 75 (the maximum achievable value given our computing capacity).  These N 

carbon ions reach the front of the cylinder at the same time (chosen as time zero) and 

travel parallel to the positive Y-axis (Fig. 2).

The complex spatial distribution of the reactants of the considered track system at 

the end of the physicochemical stage is provided as an output of the IONLYS program.  

It is then used directly as the starting point for the subsequent chemical stage (>1 ps).  

Here, the various radiolytic species randomly diffuse at rates determined by their 

diffusion coefficients and react with each other or in competition with dissolved solutes 

(O2 in the case studied here) present in the solution at the time of irradiation.  This third 
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stage is covered by our “IRT” program, which uses the “independent reaction times” or 

IRT method,69,72,73 a computationally efficient stochastic simulation technique that 

simulates reaction times without having to follow the trajectories of the diffusing species.  

Its implementation has been described elsewhere.44,69  The ability of this method to give 

accurate time-dependent chemical yields over a wide range of irradiation conditions has 

been well validated by comparison to full random flight (or step-by-step) Monte Carlo 

simulations,74,75 which follow the trajectories of the reactants in detail.  While the 

consideration of a large number of carbon ion trajectories for the implementation of our 

IRT program at high dose rates was not a particular problem, the only disadvantage 

here was that the computation times were obviously longer than for the simulation of 

single trajectories.

The main reaction scheme and rate constants, as well as the diffusion coefficients 

of reactive species used in our IRT program for aerated and deaerated irradiated water 

at 25 °C, are the same as those used previously, as described elsewhere.59,69,76,77  The 

concentration of dissolved oxygen is taken to be 0.25 mM (“air-saturated” water).

All calculations were performed by simulating short (~3–30 m, depending on N) 

segments of 300-MeV per nucleon irradiating 12C6+ ion tracks.  The energy and LET of 

the carbon ions are well defined over these simulated track segments and remain nearly 

constant and equal to ~11.6 keV/m.  For a given value of N, the number of simulation 

“histories” was chosen to ensure only minor statistical fluctuations in the calculated 

average chemical yields while maintaining acceptable computer time limits.

In this article, G-values are given in units of molecules formed or consumed per 100 

eV of radiation energy absorbed.  For conversion into SI units, 1 molecule/100 eV ≈ 

0.10364 mol/J.52,53

4.  Results and discussion
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Figure 3 shows the temporal variation of the yield of consumed oxygen, G(–O2), 

parameterized by a few values of N between 1 and 75, as obtained from our simulations 

of the radiolysis of aerated water by 300-MeV per nucleon 12C6+ ions at 25 °C, in the 

interval ~1 ps–10 s.  Data for N = 1 indicating the limit of low dose rates (i.e., with no 

overlap between the tracks of different incident carbon ions) are used as a reference.  

As expected, G(–O2) remains equal to zero at early times until dissolved O2 begins to 

react with e
aq and H via reactions (1) and (2).  In this case G(–O2) increases rapidly for 

all values of N, reaches a maximum around one microsecond (i.e., when all e
aq and H 

atoms have been scavenged), and then slowly decreases.  This decrease in G(–O2) at 

times longer than ~1 s is dominated by the secondary reactions (5) and (6) of 

HO2
/O2

 with OH radicals.  These results are shown in Fig. 4A-B, in which, for N = 10 

and 75, we compare the cumulative yield variations, G(–O2), for each of the reactions 

that contribute to the formation and consumption of oxygen.

An important result of Fig. 3 is the substantial decrease in the maximum of G(–O2), 

which drops from ~2.15 to 0.85 molecules per 100 eV as N increases from 1 to 75.  This 

indicates that as N (i.e., the dose rate) increases, the probability of intertrack reactions 

in the bulk of the solution increases leading to greater competition between radical-

radical reactions and radical-solute (i.e., O2 in the present case) reactions.  In other 

words, an increasing number of e
aq and H atoms in the track stage of radiolysis are 

involved in inter-radical reactions before they even have a chance to react with O2.44,78

Using the irradiation model from Fig. 2 and the G(–O2) values obtained from our 

Monte Carlo simulations, the consumed oxygen concentrations, [–O2], can simply be 

derived from the general relationship:44,79

(8) C =  D G,
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where C is the concentration,  is the density of the solution, D is the radiation dose and 

G is the chemical yield.  Assuming that the O2 molecules in the considered circular 

cylinder with a length of 1 m and an initial radius Ro = 0.1 m (at ~1 ps; see Fig. 2) are 

evenly consumed, [–O2] (expressed in mM) can then be written in this case as

(9) ,      
 

   
 

×
× × ×6

2 22
LET-O 5.3 10 O
( )

Nt G t
R t

where LET ≈ 11.6 keV/m for 300-MeV per nucleon irradiating carbon ions, G(–O2) is in 

molecules per 100 eV, and

(10)   2 2
o + 4R t R Dt

represents the change in Ro (in m) over time due to the two-dimensional diffusive 

expansion of the tracks.  Here, t is the time and D is the diffusion coefficient of the 

various track species involved in our IRT simulations.80

Figure 5 shows the time profile of [–O2] at 25 °C in the interval of ~1 ps –10 s, 

estimated directly from Eqs. (9) and (10) for N between 1 and 75, using the G(–O2) 

values given in Fig. 3.  As can be seen, [–O2] first increases at approximately one 

nanosecond to reach a maximum around 0.2 s, and then decreases towards zero after 

about 10 s (depending on N).  This maximum is not very pronounced or even almost 

absent for values of N < 10.  However, it increases markedly with increasing dose rate, 

reaching a value of ~0.22 mM for N = 75, the highest dose rate studied in this work.  

Despite the model’s simplicity, these results strongly suggest that oxygen depletion can 

be induced by high-dose-rate irradiation with energetic carbon ions, similar to our 

previous study with protons.44

Let us recall here that for pulses of N = 2000 300-MeV incident protons (LET ~ 0.3 

keV/m) and an irradiation geometry identical to that used in this work,44 a major part of 
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the available oxygen was consumed for dose rates close to 1010 Gy/s.  Interestingly, 

similar results are obtained for pulses of N = 75 300-MeV per nucleon incident carbon 

ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m).  In fact, the product (N  LET) in Eq. (9), which represents 

the energy initially deposited in the irradiation cylinder of Fig. 1 is roughly the same in 

both cases.  We can, therefore, conclude that pulses of N = 75 300-MeV per nucleon 

carbon ions correspond to a dose rate of ~1010 Gy/s in our model system.

Assuming that the tissue sparing in FLASH-RT is, indeed, due to the depletion of 

oxygen in cells, then the transient, radiolytic oxygen depletion found in this work 

indicates that irradiation with carbon ions at high dose rates, as with electrons, photons 

or protons, is suitable for FLASH-RT and, thus, could be implemented in carbon-ion 

therapy.

Even if the bio-mimetic use of pure water as a model for studying H2O2 generation 

in irradiated tissue may be questioned,58 the yields of H2O2 produced in the carbon ion 

radiolysis of aerated and deaerated water for different values of N (i.e., the dose rate) 

are of great interest from a pure water radiation chemistry point of view.  Figure 6 shows 

our simulated time-dependent G(H2O2) values for 300-MeV per nucleon irradiating 

carbon ions and for various values of N between 1 and 50, which were chosen as 

examples.  As can be seen, in the presence of oxygen, there is an increase in H2O2 

production at times longer than a hundred nanoseconds compared to the normal 

radiolytic H2O2, which is generated in the absence of oxygen via the self-reaction of the 

hydroxyl radical:52,53,77

(11) OH + OH  H2O2   k11 = 4.8  109 M-1 s-1.

As previously discussed in Sect. 2, this additional H2O2 production in irradiated aerated 

water results from the intervention of reactions (1) and (2) and the subsequent 

secondary O2
 and HO2

 radical reactions,56 such as reaction (4).  It is also interesting 
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to see from Fig. 6 that as dose-rate effects develop, the H2O2 yield increases with the 

dose rate for both aerated and deaerated water.  This result agrees with the general 

scheme52 that an increase in the dose rate leads to an increase in the radical densities, 

which in turn leads to a greater proportion of inter-track radical-radical reactions which 

favor an increase in the molecular product yields in the system as a whole.

Finally, using Eqs. (9) and (10) where [–O2] and G(–O2) are replaced by [H2O2] and 

G(H2O2), we can estimate the corresponding concentration of H2O2 as a function of time 

for N = 1, 5, 10, 50 and 75 irradiating carbon ions per pulse.  This is shown in Fig. 7.  As 

can be seen, [H2O2] shows a broad maximum around 30 ns, which increases 

substantially with increasing values of N, going from ~5 M for N = 1 to ~0.36 mM for N 

= 75 (i.e., for a dose rate of about 1010 Gy/s).  Interestingly, this increase in [H2O2] at 

high dose rates is in apparent contradiction to a recently published report15 indicating 

that FLASH produces lower levels of H2O2 in irradiated cells.  However, it is difficult to 

reliably compare those experimental results and our calculations.  First, the authors15 

did not specify the time of their H2O2 measurements after irradiation (but which could 

possibly be relatively long, perhaps several minutes or more).  Second, our calculations 

concern the radiolysis of pure, aerated water, not of irradiated cells.  As discussed 

recently,58 the presence of high concentrations of radical scavengers in cells should 

likely lead to rapid catalytic destruction of H2O2 with the result that much lower levels of 

H2O2 are produced compared to those calculated in this work for pure water.

However, as the dose rate increases, Fenton-type chain reactions in tumor tissues 

exposed to FLASH-RT are greatly intensified by the subsequent increase in the H2O2 

concentration (compared to normal tissue, which can regulate endogenous levels of 

labile Fe more effectively).  This leads to higher levels of organic hydroperoxides and 

oxidative damage in cancer cells.
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5.  Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the impact of high-dose-rate effects on the radiolysis 

of water by swift carbon ions from a purely radiation chemistry perspective.  Monte 

Carlo simulations of multiple, simultaneously interacting radiation tracks were used 

along with a cylindrical, “instantaneous pulse” irradiation model to quantify the effect of 

the radiolytic processes on O2 consumption and H2O2 formation induced in the ~ps–ms 

time window by 300-MeV per nucleon carbon ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m).

We found a substantial increase in the concentration of consumed (depleted) 

oxygen with increasing dose rate, reaching almost 90% of the oxygen present in the 

solution for N = 75, the highest dose rate (estimated to ~1010 Gy/s) studied in this work.  

Our results suggest that temporary hypoxia due to the radiolytic O2 depletion can be 

induced by carbon ions at FLASH dose rates, similar to previous studies with electrons, 

photons and protons.

As expected, the increase in the density of primary events at high dose rates favors 

the occurrence of inter-track radical-radical combination/recombination reactions, thus 

leading to lower radical and higher molecular yields.  Our results for hydrogen peroxide 

tend to follow this general pattern.  Interestingly, our calculated H2O2 concentrations at 

high dose rates appear to contradict some experimental data, which indicates that 

FLASH produces lower levels of H2O2 in cells irradiated under these conditions.

Finally, our results suggest that by integrating FLASH techniques with carbon-ion 

therapy, an even better therapeutic ratio is achieved in the tumor (i.e., at the Bragg peak 

near the end of the ion range), thereby increasing cell-killing efficacy47,51 while 

simultaneously protecting normal tissue (i.e., in the entrance “plateau” region).  Of 

course, these findings need to be tested experimentally to determine the early 

physicochemical events at ultra-high dose rates and to confirm the proposed underlying 

mechanisms of the remarkable biological effects of FLASH-RT.
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Figure captions

Figure 1:

Graphical representation of a possible mechanism that could help explain the “oxygen 

depletion hypothesis” in FLASH.  FLASH-RT (right) induces a rapid depletion of oxygen, 

which – before reoxygenation can occur – leads to transient protective hypoxia with 

reduced deleterious reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels and normal tissue toxicity 

compared with CONV-RT (left).

Figure 2:

Illustration of the irradiation model used in this work with a pulse of six 300-MeV per 

nucleon irradiating 12C6+ ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m), which (randomly and 

simultaneously) impact perpendicularly to the water surface (XZ plane) within a circle 

with radius Ro = 0.1 m.  The figure shows a three-dimensional representation of the 

carbon ion tracks traversing through the water calculated from our IONLYS Monte Carlo 

code.  All ions travel along the Y-axis over the entire track length chosen for the 

calculations (~10 m).  Energetic secondary electrons ( rays), which define the so-

called “penumbra”, can also be seen surrounding the central track “cores”.

Figure 3:

Time evolution of the yield of oxygen consumption G(–O2) (in molecule per 100 eV), 

obtained from our Monte Carlo multi-track chemistry simulations of the radiolysis of 

aerated water by 300-MeV per nucleon irradiating carbon ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m) at 

25 °C, over the interval of ~1 ps to 10 s.  The N values chosen to illustrate the dose-

rate effects vary from 1 to 75.  The concentration of dissolved O2 used in the 

calculations is 0.25 mM.
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Figure 4:

Time dependence of the extents G(–O2) of the main reactions that contribute to the 

consumption and formation of oxygen on the time scale of ~1 ps–10 s, calculated from 

our Monte Carlo multi-track chemistry simulations of the radiolysis of aerated water by 

300-MeV per nucleon carbon ions for N = 10 (panel A) and 75 (panel B), at 25 °C.  Note 

that in the absence of SOD, the disproportionation reactions of O2
 and HO2

 that give 

H2O2 and O2 are much slower than reactions (5) and (6) (refs. 52 and 56) and therefore 

do not appear in the figure for the time period under consideration.  The concentration 

of dissolved O2 used in the simulations is 0.25 mM.

Figure 5:

Variation of the concentration of the consumed oxygen [–O2] (in mM) as a function of 

time in the interval ~1 ps–10 s, obtained from Eqs. (9) and (10) for various values of N 

between 1 and 75, using the G(–O2) values calculated from our Monte Carlo multi-track 

chemistry simulations of the radiolysis of aerated water by 300-MeV per nucleon 

irradiating carbon ions (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m) at 25 °C (see Fig. 3).  Data for N = 75 

correspond to a dose rate of ~1010 Gy/s in our model system.

Figure 6:

Time evolution of the yield of hydrogen peroxide, G(H2O2), as obtained from our Monte 

Carlo multi-track chemistry simulations of the radiolysis of aerated (black lines) and 

deaerated (blue lines) water with 300-MeV per nucleon (LET ~ 11.6 keV/m) irradiating 

carbon ions at 25 °C, in the interval ~1 ps–10 µs.  The different values of N, namely, 1 

(solid line), 5 (dashed line), 10 (dotted line), and 50 (dash-dotted line) illustrate the 

dose-rate effect.  The concentration of dissolved O2 used in the simulations is 0.25 mM.
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Figure 7:

Time dependence of the concentration of hydrogen peroxide, [H2O2] (in mM), for some 

selected values of N, the “number of incident carbon ions per pulse”, obtained from Eqs. 

(9) and (10) using the G(H2O2) values calculated from our Monte Carlo multi-track 

chemistry simulations of the radiolysis of aerated water by 300-MeV per nucleon (LET ~ 

11.6 keV/m) irradiating carbon ions at 25 °C, in the interval ~1 ps–10 µs (see Fig. 6).  

Data for N = 75 correspond to a dose rate of ~1010 Gy/s in our model system.
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
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